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Artist Bio 

 
 

Richard Townend  
 
 

Richard was a professional musician graduating from Leeds College 

of Music in 1986 where he studied guitar and composition. Leeds was 
one of the only colleges, at that time in the UK, which specialized in a 
degree in Light Music. This led Richard to play with and tour with TV 
stars of that time such as Ronnie Corbett, Charlie Drake, Les Denis , 
Dana, The Platters and Tony Christie to name but a few.  
 
When he moved to London in the late eighties, he decided to leave 
the professional music field and play for fun after becoming 
disillusioned with the professional music scene. Soon the fun dried up 
and he hung his guitar up for good when he moved to Essex in 2000.  
 

Bewick Suite Jam 
 
Later in that decade he was inspired (after watching a jam session at 
the Bewick Suite in Maldon Essex) to start to play again. He got his 
guitars out of hock, formed the Boss Cats, and gigged as a hard 
rocking blues trio in the style of Stevie Ray Vaughn; later to morph 
into the cool sound of the Mighty Boss cats in a more relaxed 
incarnation. 
 
In 2011 he decided to write and record in a more serious nature 
culminating in 7 album releases in the period Jan 2011 – Oct 2014 
with an 8th one being worked on and planned to be completed in early 
2015. He also uniquely creates videos for these album songs 

which can be found on the ‘themeightybosscats’ you tube channel. 
There are over 70 of these; they also appear on his web site.  
 
The albums have received critical acclaim and have a contemporary 
eclectic feel to them, mixing his Blues, Jazz, Country and many other 
musical influences. He has been nominated no less than 4 times for 
his songs in the British Blues Awards for original song in 2012 13 & 14. 
Has also had songs released by Blues Magazines on their cover 
mounts and has a fan base covering the 5 continents. He was the 3rd 
most played artist in 2014 by the Independent Blues Broadcasters 
Association. 
 
His lyrical content and subject matter are also praised, Richard writes 
songs and not 12 bar guitar solos with a few words thrown in for 
measure.  He is often called prolific having recorded over 60 songs in 
the last 2 years – although written nearer 150  
 
He is favorably compared to JJ Cale, Chris Rea and Dire Straits. He 
plays solo or with the band depending on venue size or requirements 
of the sponsor.  
  
The solo work encompasses an exciting array of self-penned songs 
looped into a full band sound as he plays.  His web site has more 
information:-  
 

www.richardtownend.com  
 
 

 “Melancholic, relaxed and enthralling: Richard Townend is a 
fascinating songwriter in the world of Blues. With The Mighty Boss 
cats he has a band on the side that make his songs prime examples 
of contemporary blues”     WASSER-PRAWDA.DE 

 "Three albums show some of the best of the modern age – three 
albums from out of nowhere, created by musicians for the love of 
it. ............... Really fine music ........."          BLUES MATTER          

 "...........including the exceptional and exceptionally atmospheric 
‘Hang An Innocent Man’, prove Townend is a great writer as well as 
musician"       BLUES MATTERS  
  

 "Laid back music showing real style and 
sophistication............ "      LPPROJECT 
  

 "Don’t let the easy-going swing of this tune make you ignore the 
astonishing nature of the acoustic guitar solo that is frankly 
breathtaking both in musicianship and in sense of 
melody.............."           PANIC MAGAZINE    
           

 "A diverse range of experiences and an eloquence that is stunning 
at times echo musicians such as Simon and Garfunkel in ‘Silver 
Coin’ and elsewhere of Seasick Steve and Glenn Campbell 
...................."          LPPROJECT  
  

 "The songs carry a moral authenticity, the music is superb 
....................."      LPPROJECT 
  

 "But this isn’t just another white man playing the blues as learned 
from Clapton, Knopfler et al, there is a real sense of authenticity in 
the raw grit of the recording......................"           PANIC MAGAZINE     

 
 

http://www.richardtownend.com/


Press Article 

Richard Townend 

BLUES IN BRITAIN ARTICLE 
Sept 2013 

Richard Townend is a prolific, classy and gifted songwriter and is probably one of the best kept secrets  
in songwriting circles. He started as a professional musician many years ago after studying guitar at  
Leeds College of Music under the guidance of swing master Eric Kershaw, followed by the superb jazz  
guitarist, Adrian Ingram.  He also studied orchestration and functional harmony; there are not many  
gigging musicians who can say they can orchestrate!! 
 
On leaving college he played for a variety of stars of the time including Tony Christie, Ronnie Corbett,  
Dana and The Platters, not exactly rock n roll, but none the less a good experience and an appreciated  
living wage was earned.  He moved to London and continued this roll, touring with theatre shows and  
doing sessions as and when needed. Overtime the work became less enthralling, more humdrum and  
so a life change was on the cards. After many failed original band startups and a decidedly lack of  
musical direction he quit being a full time musician ……..  He became ‘respectable’ taking on a day job.  
This left him the evening’s free, time to enjoy his music again, not only doing this as a performer but he  
also organized 3 West End music venues for new original bands. He depped in bands and even played in  
a Police Tribute act, The Fraud Squad, I am assured he still has the Handy Strummer blonde wig in the  
loft. He eventually moved from London to the picturesque town of Maldon in Essex, where he laid his  
guitar to rest, weary from the lack of tangible progress and the effort being input never quite equalizing  
the enjoyment output. 
 
Roll on 10 years and then inspiration, the newly set up jam session at the Bewicks in Maldon Essex,  
wetted his appetite. He got his guitars out of hock and joined the musicians on stage; the enthusiasm  
was rekindled.  He formed the Boss cats – a Texas blues trio D later to morph into the Mighty Boss Cats  
with the addition of Terry Hiscock, former successful band member of 70’s  band, Hunter Muskett, who  
just so happened to live relatively close and eagerly responded to Richards internet plea. 
After odd gigs here and there and with encouragement from people who enjoyed the music, Richard  
had a change in mindset and so, two and half years ago, he started his mission of recording and writing  
again.  150 songs, 6 albums, 50 videos later he is about to release the next solo album as well as working  
on 1 other acoustic album projects.  But what of the music?  He plays a variety of nationals, acoustics, electrics, bass, 
piano, banjo, trumpet and his music tiptoes through many a genre. First and foremost he is a damn fine guitar player 
and musician who writes great songs.  It’s not traditional blues but a boiling pot of many styles thrown in a mix and 
simmered to produce a rich serving of tasty sustenance.  Ironically the new band album is called Boiling Pot and will  
be released Quarter 4 2013.  His style is often described as JJ Cale meets Dire straits meets Chris Rea,  
but that doesn’t define his songs which are also lyrically astute.  
 
His songs are strong on words, the lyrics way out pace many others in this class , it’s not so much ‘I woke  
up this morning’ but more ‘the reason I woke up this morning is because………. ‘ as he challenges you to  
listen and reflect. He has already had 3 British Blues Kevin Thorpe original song nominations, 2 from his  
second solo album alone ‘We Are Where We Are’. This is the album title track which could have been  
perceived as a weary slant on a life of unfulfilled ambition, but it’s not, it’s just a hook line to be  
absorbed to help question ‘what if’. 
 



His music can be dark, like the award nominated ‘Hang An Innocent Man’, a story of a Southern  
lynching, passionate as in ‘Omagh’, a song of remembrance, or poignant as in ‘She’s my Angel ‘– a song  
about the London Bombings or ‘Shoes’ a simple song embracing empathy rather than sympathy. 
They can also be jovial e.g.  ‘She’s my Best friend’ about a guitar, they can also be cutting like the song  
‘Al’ about Alan Turing listens to the words to decipher the story of the dismissive and unforgiving  
establishment.   He is also the chief song writer for the Mighty Boss Cats, writing 90 % of the band  
material on top of his solo work; he can therefore be truly certified as a writeaholic.  
 
The band itself, The Mighty Boss Cats, has had several incarnations but the new line up for the latest  
album ‘Boiling Pot’ are as at ease doing slow acoustic swing blues  e.g. Bad Luck Blues) to the dark  
electric full on delta rock/blues  Candy Man), with in-between styles interspersed amongst the song  
offerings from  Townend’s stable. The band is made up of consummate musicians introducing a superb  
harp/keys  and songwriter himself) Phil Pawsey with Phil Wilson on Bass, Gary Matthews on percussion,  
Glen Buck on kit, all of who provide excellent contributions. 
 
For the majority of the songs which he records he also produces delightful videos which provide imagery  
for the song giving it another artistic dimension. This is relatively unique for an independent unsigned  
blues artist and well worth checking out on themightybosscats you tube channel or his web site. 
 
The 3 latest videos Candy Man, The Devil inside and Elvis Coming Home are good examples of both sides  
of the band from country blues to open tuned dark blues. Elvis Coming Home is particularly well worth  
looking at as it also shows the band sports a good sense of humour. 
 
In summary Richard and his music has a tremendous variety to it, well played, well-constructed with  
great lyrics and it is fun, a rising talent for sure. Check him, the videos and the Mighty Boss Cats out at  
www.richardtownend.com   

  

file://AMSDC1-NA-V512/Richard.Townend$/Cached/My%20Documents/My%20Work%20Documents/Personal/www.richardtownend.com%20%20


 

The Albums  

     

 

THE MIGHTY BOSS CATS 
 

tel : +44 0) 1621 743644 mob: +44 0) 78879 603858 You tube: themightybosscats channel twitter: Themightyboss 
 
 

 
JAN 2011 78RPM - Solo 

 

BLUES MATTERS : ‘78RPM’ is Richard Townend solo and now you can hear who the 
lead vocal was for most of the Mighty Boss Cats. He wields what sounds like an 
original resonator and plays with a lot of considered depth and natural charm – lovely 
songs performed with real heart and love. These three albums show some of the best 
of the modern age – three albums from out of nowhere, created by musicians for the 
love of it and not needing to bankrupt themselves to record and press  I assume) and 
marketed through the wonders of the t’interweb. On the other hand if I were not in 
the lucky position I am I might never have heard of them. Really fine music and on a 
sweltering August night they really do fit the bill                    
 
  
 

JAN 2011 Ticket of Life - 
Band 

 

BLUES MATTERS MAGAZINE : ‘Ticket Of Life’ is a collection of songs in various Blues 
styles – from a dark and soulful Mississippi Blues style through Blues with country 
touches and some delightful lithe Blues picking too. ‘House Of Blues’ is wonderful: 
dark and hypnotic with some beautiful guitar playing, ‘Ticket of Life’ has real Dire 
Straits touches with more upbeat playing and a whispery vocal and ‘Gonna Be B.B. 
King’ has a gently rollicking gait. 
 
 
 
 
 

MAY 2011 Old New Borrowed 
and Blues 

 

BLUES MATTERS MAGAZINE : Opening with the atmospheric ‘You Were My Angel’ – 
massive nod to Chris Rea and a wonderful track to just cover yourself over with and 
float off into the bayou: never mind Mighty Boss Cats, this is wonderful number by 
anyone. ‘She’s My Best Friend’ is a paean to a guitar – with you through thick and thin 
and always there when all else has failed you. Eight tracks here including the deep and 
emotional ‘Omagh’ but immensely satisfying 
 
 
 
 
 

SEPT 2011 We Are Where We 
Are 

 

Wasser-Prawda.de - REVIEW 
"Melancholic, relaxed and enthralling: Richard Townend is a fascinating songwriter in 
the world of blues. With The Mighty Bosscats he has a band on the side that make his 
songs prime examples of contemporary blues. 
 
LP PROJECT REVEIW : 
WE ARE WHERE WE ARE : This ten track CD is a gem. The whole CD hangs together 
brilliantly with a clear and mellow voice where all the lyrics are audible, balanced 
with a deep understanding of ‘swamp’ music that really evokes the Deep South. 
 
 
 



OCT 2012 Take The Sunshine 

 

This is one of those albums that it's difficult not to move with, there's always a beat 
that will get feet tapping, head nodding etc and that's not to say you've got an excuse 
to let the words go by. Townend has put together a great collection of songs, kick back 
and enjoy. Neil King 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DEC 2013 Boiling Pot  

 

Richard Townend releases a brand new album with The Mighty Bosscats that is in the 
main very American sounding and themed, there is some great musicianship and 
wonderful lyrics both ironic, metaphoric and just keenly observed.Eleven songs 
featuring a wide range of subjects from the human condition to fantasies of old 
America. Kicking off with ‘I Need A Friend’ a very Knopfler style of song that features a 
similar guitar sound and a great addition of an accordion in the second half of the 
track. 
 
 
 
 
 

DEC 2014 The 7 deadly Sins 

 

MAN IN THE HAT REVIEW : It's not often you find a songwriter turning to the Bible or 
Dante for material but this is what the talented song-writer Richard Townend has 
bravely done with his latest album 'The 7 Deadly Sins'. I say bravely - not because the 
catholics have been arguing about them ever since Dante came up with his Purgatory 
to Paradise mountain- but because it is one of those subjects on which everyone has 
an opinion. We can all cheerfully own up to a sin or a vice – or, if necessary, innocently 
profess to not encountering any of them. 
 
The album rather usefully comes with a printed version of the lyrics and some 
background as to the writer's journey to understanding the sins. This is a sensible 
move by Richard as he has taken on a complex subject, given it his beady song-writer's 
eye and produced a fascinating sidelong alternative take on all of them. The lyrics are 
crucial, smart and dead centre. If you look carefully - you can have a quite small sin, 
which, for all I know, is probably not as bad. 
Greed, for example, is an interesting take on the 'blood diamond' trade, whereas Envy 
homes in on a prisoner serving time, with a lyric full of bitter sentiment about how 
destructive this sin can be. 
For me a stand out track is his cynical piece on Lust which not only characterises this 
sin as maybe 'Fifteeen Minutes' of passion but is the best example of the fine 
musicianship that runs throughout the album. Here Greg Camburn is given full licence 
to let his sax roam free beautifully in an arrangement that takes its time and winds its 
way around the telling lyrics with Richard's guitar setting the tone. All the tracks 
demonstrate thoughtful arrangements allowing everyone a piece of the action. 
I am sure that somewhere I have heard Richard acknowledge Herbie Hancock's 
influence and certainly there is a cool jazz vibe present all through this album making 

 
 
  

 

  



The Band 
 

     

THE MIGHTY BOSS CATS 
 
 
 
 

BOILING POT LINE UP 
 
 
 

 
 

 
CD Available from www.richardtownend.com and all leading electronic download sites (Amazon, iTunes ……..) 

 

 
 

Richard Townend  
 

Guitars, Vocals and Principal Writer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Phil Pawsey  
 
 

Keyboards, Harp, Percussion, Backing Vocals 
 
 
 

 

Glen Buck  
 

Drums and Percussion  
 
 
 

 

Phil Wilson  
 

Electric Bass, Double Bass and Backing Vocals 

http://www.richardtownend.com/


Press Clippings 
 

 

 



 

 

 
Clergy Review 7 Deadly Sins 

December 5, 2014 - Diocesan News - Tagged: Music 

 

http://newsroom.durhamdiocese.net/category/diocesan-news/
http://newsroom.durhamdiocese.net/tag/music/
http://newsroom.durhamdiocese.net/
http://i1.wp.com/newsroom.durhamdiocese.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Album-focuses-on-the-seven-deadly-sins-01.jpg


 

Durham Clergy asked to be guest reviewers of bluesman Richard’s new album based on the 7 deadly sins 

Two Durham Diocese clergy with an interest in music have been reviewing a new album. The album by acclaimed blues artist Richard 

Townend and the band The Mighty Bosscats is taking a musical approach to the subject of the seven deadly sins.The Revd David 

Tomlinson and The Revd Jim Craig, have both taken to this musical opportunity to reflect on Richards songwriting and musical 

working of the biblical references to the seven deadly sins.Richard, from Essex, travels all over the UK, including numerous dates in 

the north of England where his new album 7 Deadly Sins (currently No.2 on the Independent Blues Chart) has received approval from 

two Anglican vicars for the way it challenges our perceptions of human behaviour. Richard, who has produced a series of critically-

acclaimed albums and has been nominated three times for songs in the British Blues Awards, is favourably compared to JJ Cale, Chris 

Rea and Dire Straits.The musician, whose day job is as an IT expert with Shell, performs both as a solo artist and with The Mighty 

Bosscats and he recently completed a short tour of three venues in Switzerland, including Geneva.This included a private performance 

at a bank overlooking the Lake Geneva shoreline, which inspired Deep Purple’s famous song Smoke on the Water.Richard, the cousin 

of Christian song writer Stuart Townend, has already been booked back to fly out and play at a blues club, hotel and blues festival next 

year on the strength of his performances and also featured in radio shows in November in the Netherlands. 

More information can be found at www.richardtownend.com 

Durham Clergy Reviews: 

Revd David Tomlinson, Saint John’s, Shildon, Co. Durham, in the Anglican Diocese of Durham: “I enjoyed the album. The 

subject matter is interesting in that it takes a traditional theological concept and dresses it in new clothes. 

“For instance, it looks at gluttony as a lifestyle and lust as a choice of the moment and combining this with a sound that settles in the 

soul of the listener is bound to create interest in both the faith-shaped and the music lover.“I also enjoyed the nod towards a gospel 

sound in Sweet Wine, a suggestion perhaps that the church too is engaged in the pursuit of gluttony.“The relationship between love 

and choices is explored again in Diamonds and the blues riffs put me in mind of Chris Rea, though Richard Townend has a sweeter 

timbre.” Revd Jim Craig, the Arts Chaplain for Gateshead and Bensham in the Anglican Diocese of Durham: “With their 7 

Deadly Sins’ album, The Mighty Bosscats present us with a bluesy re-examination of the seven capital vices or cardinal sins. 

“In recent years, the tabloids have taken great pleasure in revelling in the selfish greed of the banking sector, the MPs expenses 

scandal, and accusations of phone hacking on Fleet Street. Such zealous demonisation of the guilty parties has had the effect of 

blinding ourselves to the importance of the moral choices that each and every one of us faces every day. “Richard Townend’s lyrics 

explore familiar global topics such as the ethics of big business and blood diamonds. However, each song ultimately leads to a 

resolution that begins with an examination of our own moral code. ‘Diamonds’ is Townend’s exploration of the vice of greed. A 

woman (or trophy wife it says in the notes) wrestles with her husband’s gift of a diamond necklace. However, she finds herself 

questioning the source of the precious stones: ‘One mans greed makes another man bleed/ his diamonds fund a civil war’. Ultimately 

she rejects his gift, opting instead to break free of the subordinate role that has been thrust upon her: ‘She rips it off – throws it in his 

face/ wears a charity on her wrist.’ 

“In recent months, there have been many high profile theological debates amongst the leaders in both the Catholic and Anglican 

churches.“If you think that these debates have distracted the church from its core original mandate of mission and ministry, then 

‘Angry Words’ offers a solution: ‘U gotta think a little more about the words you say/ don’t break everyone’s hearts in this way/ listen 

– no more angry words.’ “Every song in this collection is a parable for those trying to stay faithful to both Christ and their community. 

‘7 Deadly Sins’ is that rare thing: an intelligent and insightful release for the Christian music scene.” 

 

http://www.richardtownend.com/


 



 
 

London 100  Club   

 

 

Aegies Stiltwalk added 8 new photos. 

'100 Christmas Blues' 

Richard Townend and the Mighty Bosscats 100 Club Gig Review 
Twas the week before Christmas and London was a bustling cornucopia of shoppers, tourists and an a keen gathering of 
dedicated blues fans making their way below ground at 100 Oxford Street. All was calm, until the Mighty Bosscats took 
to the stage to kick off and evening of Blistering Christmas Blues at the legendary 100 club on Tuesday 16th December 
2014. 

The first time I was in this venue ... I found myself saying to Richard Townend the virtuoso singer / songwriter, guitar 
player and leader of the Mighty Bosscats ... was in the 1970’s watching Alexis Korner sitting solo on a high bar stool 
playing his blues harp and also acting as compare for the night's headliners which on that occasion was BBC R2 Blues 
Show presenter Paul Jones and the Blues Band. 

Well that was a long time ago, a lot of beer and blues has flowed since then - but the place still looks the same: shabby - 
yes, steeped in music tradition - definitely - and yet oh-so cool! 

Not-only do you need to be a canny act to get on the gig list in the first place for a Tuesday Blues Nights at the 100 Club, 
but you also need to be able to hold your own with the other big cheeses on the the evenings tasting menu. So Richard 
and the Boys took to the stage first with a blistering set of original dark, smooth-silky Mississippi Delta / Country style 
hot blues with songs taken from all of their repertoire including ‘7 Deadly Sins’ their new album which reached number 
two in the IBBA charts. The Bosscats were supporting the adopted son of ‘Detroit Blues’ which is Marcus Malone - 
whose band is as much of a contrast from the Bosscats as ‘Camembert and Stilton - both tangy and best taken with a 
good glass of something special - different but yet complementary. The other artist on the tasting menu was Mike “Dr 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=761367140598125&set=pcb.761368490597990&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=761367140598125&set=pcb.761368490597990&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/aegies.stiltwalk
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=761367140598125&set=pcb.761368490597990&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=761367137264792&set=pcb.761368490597990&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=761367133931459&set=pcb.761368490597990&type=1


Blue” - a more traditional player, more like a mature cheddar for a different palate to the heady mix of premier blues 
served up with a helping of red-hot chillies from Bosscats and Marcus Malone. Never the less he was well received and 
was a really nice chap to boot! 

Opening the evening in a place whose walls have dripped music greatness since the 1940’s, launching the likes of the 
Muddy Waters and the Sex Pistols would be a testing experience for any band - but for Richard Townend and the Mighty 
Bosscats it seemed a fitting testimony to their musical credentials on today’s blues scene. 

The Mighty Bosscats kicked off their set with ‘Rain Keeps Coming’ one of what seems to be an ever growing set of 
references to Biblical themes - this being ‘Noah, his Arch and the Great Flood’ or maybe it was a reference to the 
torrential rain we were subjected to on our way home that night!. With Richard’s smooth vocal and guitar style 
supported by Glenn Buck on drums, Phil Wilson on Bass and Phil Pawsey - Harp/Keys - the band kicked into a grove that 
was a far cry from the madness of Christmas Shopping going on above ground. The set followed with ‘Fault Line (a 
personal favourite) blending JJ Cale style blues with a tight backline rhythm and guitar solos from Richard that would 
have made Mr Knopfler sit up and learn a trick or two. 

Next stop ‘Cigar box blues’, ‘I need a friend’ and a return to the religion theme with ‘Ain’t got Religion’ and a host of 
other amazing thought provoking numbers in a set that blended light and shade in style, lyric and vibe - a bit like a 
complex glass of the finest Rioja or for those hotter numbers a rich smoky Ardbeg or Laphroaig Whisky. The all too short 
set drawing towards conclusion with ‘Elvis Coming Home’ a homage to a host of ‘Elvis’ songs in a spicy shuffle style - 
leaning to blues-rock traditions that with a more or less spice would be at home in any blues band’s song book. With 
‘Devil Inside’ a song relating to everyone’s inner demons and addictions - mine being blues on a cold rainy night in 
London - an evening of excellent blues and de bons amis et de bons moments (Good friends and great times!) was well 
and truly started. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Further reviews and Info  
www.richardtownend.com 

www.richardtownend.com

